IVAN IVANOVITCH!
- OUR MAN IN KIEV TELLS ALL!
- ABOUT THE COMING MISSILE WAR!
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The whole World is waiting with bated breath, and nobody knows what's going on!

But Lord, you know what's going to happen, and if I'm your prophet you could show me!

Apparently the Lord felt the best way to show me was by taking me on a spirit trip to visit somebody in Russia, who knows what the Russians are really thinking!

Kiss! Kiss! Kiss!

It's an old, old, old Russian lullaby! I'm Ivan Ivanovitch in Kiev, Russia! I like to go out at night and ride on the boots in Dniepr River with my friend Alexis.

I draw plans and pictures of buildings we have to build for new world after big trouble!

For new World? What's the big trouble?

The stupid Americans want to blow up our villages! So we have to blow her up first! If we don't wipe them out, they wipe out the Earth, you know?
The missile war vision: “Poor Arabs see no more hope, because Israel like defeated them and they’re worse than ever before! So they shoot big bombs into Israel, and Israel or America from navy ships shoot big bombs back into Egypt! And Russia gets so mad, and shoot big bombs at American navy, and they all start shooting at each other till big big war starts from little war! You know? - I saw a picture! I don’t know when but that’s what I saw!

Are you ready for these coming events? Ask Jesus into your heart, so you’ll be safe and bound for Heaven!

Do it today! Tomorrow may be too late!
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